
WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status Priority
Program
Version Component Issue Notes

Closed L Event Summary(s) Consider adding a check box to indicate that 
a report is the final results.  This is noted in 
IWWF rule 13.07

Added feature to publish reports 
that includes a signature from the 
chief scorer

Closed M 7.1.0.13 Registration t would be really nice if the EMS License 
had a column within the Registration 
Template.  Toggling back and forth between 
Registration and Running Order to 
determine who is missing EMS/USA 
Waiver/SafeSport/USA Membership is 
tedious. Would be great if everything was in 
one spot.

Added new column on the 
Registration window for the EMS 
license.  This will only be checked 
for skiers that enter an event as an 
L or R skier.  If the skier didn't enter 
as L or R than it is not checked and 
will show as not having a license.  
You will still need to either update 
the skier using the Show Member 
feature or use the Running Order 
window to change the skier class to 
re-check the license.

Closed M 7.1.0.13 Jump Boat Path Import Report Need to change headers for jump Updated boat path and boat time 
import reports

Closed H 7.1.0.13 Tour Reg Add Member Exception encountered when attempting to 
add skier from local MemberList table

Fixed issue that was causing 
exception.  Now able to add from 
local MemberList.  Consider re-
establishing add new member 
functionality

Closed M 7.1.0.13 Tour Reg Add Member Add Update button to make it clear how to 
update a skiers information form the 
member database

Change text on button to Update 
when Show Member is used and 
leave at Add when  the Add feature 
is used.

Closed H 7.1.0.13 Import OLR Skiers who are only skiing in Trick are not 
coming in with the OLR download. I have 
had this happen at a number of 
tournaments, but thought the team captains 
just forgot to register someone. We had this 
issue with All-Stars this weekend where 
each of the region teams had skiers who 
were not imported if you want to take a look 
at that one.

Found issue during import 
validation and it was not 
recognizing when a skier was 
entered in tricks only
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Closed H 7.1.0.13 Slalom Entry - BPMS 22S110.  Skier Luca scored 5 but the 
deviation was displayed for 6 which should 
be blank on the BPMS report.

Boat Path report was populating 
one extra buoy deviation when 
skier had a whole number bouy 
count
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